HoneyClient

A honeyclient is a virtual machine designed to drive a target application to navigate the Web, hunting for malicious websites that contain or distribute potential malware. To detect potentially malicious software and servers, honeyclients analyze websites, evaluate them against the baseline performance of safe sites, and report their findings about suspect sites and servers to analysts. They can also proactively detect exploits against client applications without known signatures.

MITRE currently operates multiple autonomous honeyclients, which navigate the Web in a spider-like fashion as they hunt for potentially malicious servers, and report their findings about suspect sites and servers back to MITRE for analysis. Together, MITRE’s honeyclients search 150 to 300 Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) per hour and approximately 200,000 unique URLs each day. Using a distributed honeyclient system like MITRE’s, which allows individual clients to report back to a central repository and to process additional incoming data, increases the effectiveness of honeyclients.

Applications

Many end users and organizations could benefit from using MITRE’s honeyclient technology, including service providers. An organization could use MITRE’s technology to protect its systems and network from malware and the possibility of low-scale or large-scale attacks. It could also be used to identify malicious sites in a timely manner and to enhance an organization’s threat report and advanced warning capabilities.

MITRE’s honeyclient technology consists of core software, which is available on MITRE’s website as open source code, and an Outlook-based plug-in to collect malicious URLs. To operate a service based on MITRE’s open source software, potential licensees must obtain a license based on MITRE’s copyrighted open source code. As part of the license agreement, MITRE would provide additional non-open source components and documentation.

Benefits

MITRE’s honeyclient technology can be used to protect an organization’s systems and network from malware and malicious attacks. By identifying malicious sites and potentially compromising behavior in a timely manner, the technology can be used to enhance an organization’s threat report and advanced warning capabilities as well as to create its own line of defense against similar types of attacks.

Additional Information and Links

MITRE’s Honeyclient Project: www.honeyclient.org/trac
http://freshmeat.net/projects/honeyclient/
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